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intrigues with Madame de Maintenon;   and that the King,
afflicted to the utmost, yielding to the orders given by France
to Louville, had doubled the pensions which had for a long time
been paid to him, given him a sum of money in addition, and the
government of Courtray, which he lost only by the misfortune
of the war that followed the loss of the battle of Ramillies.
With respect to the commission, to deny it was an extreme
piece of impudence,  a man being concerned so well known
as Louville, who descends at the house of the ambassador of
France, says he has letters of trust from the King and the
Regent, and an important mission which he can only confide to
the King of Spain, the self-same ambassador striving to obtain
an audience for him.   Nothing was so easy as to cover Louville
with confusion, if he had spoken falsely, by making him show
Ms letters; if he had none he would have been struck dumb,
and having no official character, Alberoni would have been free
to punish him.    Even if with confidential letters, he had only
a complaint to utter in order to introduce himself and to solicit
Ms pay, A]beroni would very easily have been able to dis-
honour him, because  he had   no  commission  after  having
roundly asserted that he was charged with one of great impor-
tance.   But omnipotence says and does with impunity whatever
it pleases.
Louville having returned, it was necessary to send word to
the King of England of all he had done in Spain; and this
business came to nothing, except that it set Alberoni against
the Regent for trying fco execute a secret commission without
his knowledge; and that it set the Regent against Alberoni for
frustrating a project so openly, and for showing the full force
of his power. Neither of the two ever forgot this matter; and
the dislike of Alberoni to the Regent led, as will be seen, to
some strange results.
I will add here, that the treaty of alliance between France
and England was signed a short time after this event. I did
my utmost to prevent it, representing to the Regent that his
best policy was to favour the cause of the Pretender, and thus
by keeping the attention of Great Britain continually fixed upon

